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Ode We Will Bury Ourselves
Moving Mountains

Moving Mountains - Ode We Will Bury Ourselves
Transcribed by trunks1504

Intro:
Eb - Cm Bb x4

Eb              Cm       Bb
god, you took a lot from me
            Eb
i don t ask for much,
                  Cm  Bb
just a sense of security
    Eb           Cm
and all i ever wanted
      Bb              Eb  Cm Bb Ab
was a minute of your time

Eb                    Cm 
someday the trees will sing
  Bb              Eb                    Cm       
a song of hope to bring a lovely winter morning
      Bb               Eb
where you and i are growing
             Cm
into an apple tree,      
          Bb                Ab
where the sun will kiss our face
             Cm     Bb   Ab
and we will grow
        Bb   Cm
just fall away
             Ab
just let it go
         Bb
for you, oh
         Cm
i d run away

N.C.
cause you are something to hold on to,
a fault in the crust i fell through
you live, you learn, you love
nothing will change what i m made of 

Bb Cm Ab - x4

               Bb             Cm            Bb



i m in the earth, its where you will find me

Ab Bb Cm - 
just fall away
Ab      Bb         Cm
for you, i d run away
Ab Bb Cm
      i d run away

Ab Bb Cm x3

Ab Bb Cm Bb

    Cm                        Bb                     Ab
and hopefully god will find a reason for our love to bleed 
          Cm                Bb                Ab
and fertilize the earth we walk from fragile seeds

Ab - Cm Bb x4

Ab       Cm  Bb              Ab          
some day the trees will sing
      Cm Bb Ab
hallelujah
               Cm         Bb             Ab
and we will bury ourselves in the ground
      Cm Bb Ab
hallelujah
                    Cm           Bb         Ab
and i am in the earth and you re in the sky
       Cm Bb Ab
hallelujah
                      Cm    Bb      Ab
and nothing will change what you are
       Cm Bb Ab
hallelujah


